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Dream Job

• Grew up in an entrepreneurial background

• Have an affinity for efficient production

• Accounting is stable career choice with plenty of growth

• Obtaining a CPA certification is within my possibility in both cost and ability.

• There are many options/programs that would fit my needs

• Accounting will provide me the livelihood I need and also give me the skills I need 
to pursue other hobbies and passions.



Pinterest Board

• https://www.pinterest.com/FlorinDenarius/accounting-office-life/

https://www.pinterest.com/FlorinDenarius/accounting-office-life/


Personality Test

• 16 Personalities = INFJ-T, don’t necessarily agree with that personality type 
especially labeled as turbulent.

• Myers-Briggs Test= ENTP, INTP, ENFP looking at all three results and how 
they were ranked makes me belive that this is a more accurate 
representation of my results.



Social Media Check

• Overall positive social media presence.

• The best post was related to a positive work-related experience with co-
workers.

• The worst post was me hanging out with friends at a shooting range.



Resume

• Josephine had a lackluster resume by missing key elements like dates work 
and where she received education.

• Amy and Emily both had excellent resumes worthy of at least an interview.

• My resume is what I hope to see out of my future so it may be a little too f



Challenge Action Response

• Challenge: Both of my team members for my business competition 
were unable to help me and I couldn't change members.

• Action: My teacher allowed me to continue working on the project single-
handidly providing me wit the extra time I needed during his class.

• Response: While I didn't win and that wasn't enjoyable in hindsight I 
am proud to have been able to get second place and my teacher was 
quite proud as well.



Offer Letter

• I made an offer letter of a ficticious company as if it were sent to me.

• While the offer letter will describe a second page for signing and packet for 
compensation benefits, these are not included in the letter as that would be 
more related to Human Resources than it would be Accounting.



Reality Budget Check

• The reality budget check was done with a salary on the lower-end of the 
income spectrum of accountants considering that freshly certified 
accountants will make up the bottom portion of the salary range.

• Even after savings and expenses I was able to have money leftover for 
disposible income.

• Having a disposible income like this is necessary especially when you want 
to consider raising a family.



Excel Work Sample

• The Excel workbook is a simplistic sample to what accountants are expected 
to prepare.

• This workbook take a business' income statement and then makes the 
appropriate calculations to determine the value of their ratios on yearly 
basis.

• From these ratios we can determine how well the company is doing in that 
point in time.





Interview

• Watched a video about a private and corporate accountant.

• Both require similar skills with the private accountant needed to know more 
about foreign currencies.

• Their work day consisted of 8 hours in business casual clothing.

• Some of the unknown positives are the flexbility in terms of taking breaks 
and the ancillary perks to their job such as free breakfast and 
corporate gym/locker room access.



Article Reflection

• Article chosen: 10 Effective Ways to Boost Employee Morale in 2020 by Rea 
Regan

• The article explains the many reasons why remote working can demoralize 
people (I.e. lack of personal interaction) as well as general demoralizing 
actions

• However the article goes into great detail on how employee morale can be 
increased through techniques that work both in the workplace and 
remotely.



Continuing Education

• This conference I plan to attend was scheduled to take place in Las Vegas.

• The budget for flight, hotel, and other expenses totals up to at least $1,000.

• The conference will include talking about things ranging from tax law to the 
pandemic, to brand new elements in accounting such as cryptocurrency and 
block-chain.



Professional Research

• This research is a brief PowerPoint explaining the difficulties that low-
income families encounter and how accountants can use their position to 
participate in outreach programs that not only help the community but also 
put forward a good image about your company and accountants in general



Challenges Facing The Field

• Major distrust between accountants and laymen.

• Examples: Enron and Bernie Madoff

• The focus of accountants is to create a positive image of people who act 
both professionally and ethically.



COVID-19 and Work

• Accountanting is one of the last departments that face lay offs but that 
doesn't mean it's impossible.

• Those who are working in a nonessential field are feeling the pain.

• Luckily, there are plenty of other essential fields that require accountants 
and the training required to transition is little to none.

• In addition, accountants have the tools and the knowledge to ensure they 
are financial stable during these times.
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